This is a summary to IRG Meeting #32 Resolutions(IRGN1685) as listed in WG2 N3659.

1. Future Meetings (for endorsement): Resolution IRG 32.1
The following gives the IRG future meeting schedules:

- IRG#33 Danang, Vietnam, 2009-11-23~27 (approved by WG2 already)
- IRG#34 Tokyo, May/June 2010 (Schedule to be fixed, Pending approval)
- IRG#35 Macao SAR, 2010-11-8~12 or 22~26 (Pending approval)
- IRG#36 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, late May/June 2011 (tentative)

2. Renaming of CJK Extension D (WG2M54.08) (for information): Resolution IRG M32.2
With the acceptance of the Urgently Needed Characters (UNC) as CJK Extension D by WG2 in Amendment 8, the IRG resolves to rename the previous CJK Extension D to CJK Extension E.

3. TrueType Font for Ideograph Charts and update on CJK TrueType Font submission (For information): Resolution IRG 32.3
The IRG resolves that members who do not provide TrueType fonts by WG2 specified deadline shall not have their source column included in the multi-column representation.

4. CJK Extension D Work (For information): Resolution IRG 32.4
China, Japan, US and TCA chief editors send their Source Summaries (IRGN1573 Appendix C, J, U, T) to the IRG Technical Editor by July 10, 2009 and a consolidated list will be available on July 17, 2009.
5. CJK Extension E (old CJK_D) Project *(For information)*: Resolution IRG 32.5

The IRG will conduct two rounds of review of CJK Ext. E work before IRG Meeting No. 33. The collection will be frozen after the first round of review (no more addition to M Set). Ext. E work is planned for completion at Meeting No. 34.

6. Macao SAR submission *(For information)*: Resolution IRG 32.6

The IRG requests Macao SAR to re-submit its MISCS with evidences after thorough checking in accordance with the IRG requirements by 2009-07-17 for review and possible inclusion or appending to CJK Ext E.

7. Review of Annex S *(For Review and discussion)*: Resolution IRG32.7

The IRG has finalized it Annex S revision review. The IRG instructs the IRG Rapporteur to submit the Annex S Revision (IRGN1594, WG2N3661) to WG2 ISO/IEC 10646 Project Editor by 17 July 2009.

8. Development of IRG Principles and Procedures *(For information and feedbacks)*: Resolution IRG 32.8

8.1. Establishment of IRG Standing Document Series:

The IRG resolves to establish an IRG standing document series to maintain up-to-date IRG lists of unification examples, dis-unification examples, over-unification examples, and the UCV list. The IRG appoints Mr. Taichi Kawabata to be the Standing Document Editor (SDE). The specification of the standing documents will be subjected to two round of reviews and finalized at IRG Meeting 33 so that the standing documents can be generated after IRG Meeting No. 33.

8.2. IRG P&P:

IRG Principles and Procedures will be subjected to one round of review for discussion and possible finalization at IRG Meeting No. 33.

9. Old Hanzi (Oracle Bone) Encoding *(For information)*: Resolution IRG 32.9

Old hanzi(Oracle Bone) review for all indexed pages are completed. Review of consolidated list will be conducted for two rounds to be targeted for completion and review by IRG at IRG Meeting No. 34.
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